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Welcome to the Deaf Victoria Annual Report for 2019- 2020.
This report serves to represent the organisation's activities and achievements during the
financial year July 1st 2019 to June 30th 2020. However, given the compilation of the
report and the AGM falls in November 2020, some highlights in the report - particularly
those undertaken in the first months of financial year 2020-21 related to COVID-19 are
mentioned.
We thought it apt to memorialise in our cover photo how we all spent a lot of out time
during the global pandemic- apart but together over a video call.
Here's hoping in the not too distant future we can be together in person.
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38th Annual Report
For the financial year ending

ABOUT US

30th June, 2020
About Deaf Victoria:
Deaf Victoria advocates on behalf of deaf and hard of hearing Victorians to increase access to
services and to educate the wider community on how to work, play and study with deaf and
hard of hearing people. Deaf Victoria also represents deaf and hard of hearing interests in both
in state government and other advisory groups.
Vision Statement:
Deaf and hard of hearing people experience equality, opportunity and connection, and are
valued for their unique contributions towards a diverse society.
Purpose:
To advance the needs and aspirations of deaf and hard of hearing people, breaking down
barriers and building foundations for a society that acknowledges and celebrates their
contributions and capabilities.
Values:
We are the deaf and hard of hearing people’s representative organisation in
Victoria, engaging deeply with our stakeholders and advocating for human
rights and equal opportunities using our shared lived experience and knowledge.

We are a force for connecting deaf and hard of hearing stakeholders, to each
other, to community, to advocacy services and to opportunities for a fulfilling life.

We work strategically and generously with partners to build support for
campaigns and service responses that address the needs and aspirations
of deaf and hard of hearing stakeholders.

We work using social justice models with deaf and hard of hearing people at
the heart of everything we do, to tackle the barriers to a fulfilling life.
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PRESIDENT'S
REPORT
Cathy Clark, President
Just as we are coming of age as the leading advocacy

The NDIA’s ILC capacity building grant has enabled the Board

organisation for deaf and hard of hearing people in Victoria, we

to increase our capability and understanding of our obligations

faced a new challenge, the coronavirus global pandemic

in this area. At our board Planning day, Brent Phillips and

(COVID-19). Whilst the impact of this virus on the lives of

Gavin Balharrie delivered training to our Board on Conflict of

deaf people was not felt until the latter half of the 2019-20

Interest and Board Accountability respectively. Both

financial year, the shift to working from home brought to the

workshops were well received by the Board.

fore many new communication challenges for Deaf Victorians.
Our staff responded magnificently by moving quickly to

There have been many governance lessons learnt by

working from home and setting up structures to enable Deaf

throughout Board throughout the year, including the fact that

Victoria to continue to provide advocacy and information

not all Board members were paid up financial members of the

services to deaf and hard of hearing people.

organisation! This discrepancy led to a review of our current
constitution to ensure it was in line with the model rules

The Board continued to experience challenges in recruiting a

developed by Consumer Affairs Victoria and to simplify our

General Manager for Deaf Victoria. This was difficult for us as

membership structure.

this is an organisation that was established by Deaf people, is for
Deaf people and should be led by a Deaf professional. The

To assist us in increasing our organisational capability, the

Board is committed to employing a Deaf person as General

Board negotiated a service agreement with Expression Australia

Manager but after several stops and starts, including the impact

to manage our back of house services. This agreement will

of COVID-19, we recruited Maxine Buxton as our interim

enable our staff to gain access to specialist knowledge and

General Manager. The Board is continuing to explore options

expertise across a range of areas including the streamlining of

for recruiting, supporting and coaching a future deaf leader of

our accounting and financial services, human resources

our community into the role.

functions, IT, marketing and other corporate functions. Thank
you to Brent Phillips, Tamara Pearce, Simon Glass, Niaz

I want to thank the staff at Deaf Victoria for their hard work,

Burhanuddin and Glenn Kruithoff for their hard work and

commitment and dedication in delivering services to the

support throughout the year.

Victorian Deaf community. Thank you to Sherrie Beaver and
Simon Andersson and more recently to Catherine Dunn, for all

Looking ahead, Deaf Victoria will continue to provide

your hard work during the year. All staff reported directly to

individual advocacy services, but renewed efforts will be on

me as President until Maxine joined the team in May 2020 so

securing grant and funding opportunities to increase our

for much of the year, the team was working under challenging

financial stability. Further we are at the halfway point in the

circumstances and was still able to deliver services to the

current Strategic Plan, the Board will conduct a review and

community. A huge thank you to all for taking up that

community consultation to seek your feedback in how we are

challenge. I would like to thank Maxine for her leadership in

tracking against our plan.

the short time she has been with us.
Lastly, I want to thank my fellow Board members especially
In recent years, the governance, financial accountability and

members of my executive team, Nicholas Steer, Ryan Malonda

regulatory compliance demands on non-for-profit (NFPs)

and Karthik Vijayanandam for their regular support and

organisations like Deaf Victoria have increased significantly in

activity through the year.

recent years.
Auslan version of President's Report available HERE.
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STAFF
REPORTS
Maxine Buxton, General Manager
Writing a General Manager’s report for a financial year in

This has allowed our staff to broaden their understanding in

which I was only present for a month is surprisingly not as hard

these areas whilst freeing up time previously spent on these

as you might think. I joined the team in May 2020 and it was

tasks to focus instead on where they can really value add for the

clear that the board and staff had already embarked on an

Deaf Community. It is worth noting that our current strategic

ambitious plan to further enact the organisational vision that

plan does not identify organisational improvement as a key

Deaf and hard of hearing people experience equality, opportunity and

focus area. However, this work is vital to ensure Deaf Victoria’s

connection, and are valued for their unique contributions towards a

sustainability so that organisation and its Deaf leaders can

diverse society.

succeed and exceed expectations moving forward.

Deaf Victoria had been without a General Manager for quite

In this annual report we have endeavoured to provide deeper

some time before my appointment, so I would like to thank the

insights into or main areas of work: advocacy, projects and at a

board and in particular Cathy as President for her dedication to

board and management level - developing and leveraging off

pushing forward the organisation’s agenda in spite of this.

partnerships in government, the Deaf sector and further afield.

Credit also to Sherrie and Catherine who have shown

Recently, the addition of an Information and Communications

dedication and resilience during uncertain times and were so

Officer, Sara Weir has also enhanced our ability to share what

very willing to work collaboratively with me from day one. We

we do - this beautiful annual report is testament to that. It’s

have all grown together alongside Deaf Victoria and I hope that

important to us that members and the Deaf Community

our members and the Deaf Community can see this progress.

understand how the staff work to operationalise the 2018-2023
Strategic Plan so there is ownership of this work and

The COVID-19 pandemic that dominated the latter part of this

accountability.

financial year required our team to “pivot” in many ways
including working remotely, adapting advocacy service

Looking ahead and given the interim nature of my post at Deaf

delivery, modifying project outcomes and learning brand new

Victoria, I am hoping that this will be my first and last annual

ways of communicating and connecting with our members and

report and that the board will successfully appoint a new GM

community. Although a small team with limited resources, I

from within the Deaf Community in the near future. It has

believe the Deaf Victoria board and staff were more than up for

been a pleasure and a privilege for me to work at Deaf Victoria

the challenge!

- an organisation I have always admired and supported in my
years in the Deaf Community.

From an operational and staffing perspective, opportunities
provided through our Information, Linkages and Capacity

Auslan version of General Manager's Report available HERE.

Building (ILC) grant from the National Disability Insurance
Agency allowed for enhancement of processes such as project
management, reporting and document management to name a
few. In addition to these activities, our service agreement with
Expression Australia provided expertise and support across a
range of areas including streamlining our accounting and
financial services, human resources and quality functions, and
Information and Technology.
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STAFF
REPORTS
Catherine Dunn, Individual Advocacy Officer
Despite a huge year that has been 2020, I am truly grateful to
have been able to join the team here continuing Simon
Andersson’s great work as the Individual Advocacy Officer
after he was offered another opportunity elsewhere.
I have not only worked within the walls of the Deaf Victoria
office but have aimed to build relationships with community
members at various events such as the Bendigo Deaf Hub
markets and Expression Deaf Christmas Festival as well as at
deaf facilities and through our advocacy networks.
Attending the Strengthening Disability Advocacy Conference
2019 event and the Policy and Advocacy Intensive Training
were highlights. I was able to meet with other advocates and
community members to discuss the challenges and strategies
within the ever changing landscape of the advocacy sector.
We know that advocacy and information are extremely
interrelated, and that information is crucial for equal
involvement and participation in society – particularly for deaf
and hard of hearing individuals. This has been highlighted like
never before throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.
Deaf Victoria experienced a significant increase in our inquiries
related to the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions and lockdown
periods. We also saw how rapid changes in government
messaging and lack of information in Auslan disadvantaged and
impacted deaf and hard of individuals around Victoria. Thanks
to the community’s input and I was able to attend Department
of Health and Human Services briefings about the pandemic
and Victoria’s restrictions to advocate to ensure deaf and hard of
hearing needs were on the agenda.

Whilst COVID-19 was a dominant factor in systemic advocacy
work in 2020, there were other significant individual advocacy
trends with the National Disability Insurance Scheme, access to
healthcare, Assistive Hearing Technology, access to
employment and employment high amongst client requests.
As a small team, we recognise that having staff members with
the same diverse life experiences and demographics as our
community and clients is not always possible. However, we are
committed to exploring how we can improve engagement,
build community trust, and ensure our service is accessible and
safe for all deaf and hard of hearing Victorians. Trends in terms
of more women than men using our service or low rates of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people connecting with us
are things we would like to address. The board and staff
recently received training from the Koorie Heritage Trust
which was greatly beneficial, and I look forward to
collaborating with other First Nations advocates and leaders
moving forward.
Despite all the hecticness of 2020, I have enjoyed the
opportunity to meet community members, advocates, and allies
from all around Victoria. Please stay in touch with us as we
love chatting with you and getting your input so we can
continue to support you!

In addition, we developed a set of Coronavirus Advocacy
Graphics to support deaf and hard of hearing individuals to selfadvocate and navigate throughout the restrictions across
Victoria. Feedback was received that these were useful not just
for our community members, but also for the wider
community and mainstream service providers. These cards
were replicated by organisations in Victoria/Tasmania, New
South Wales and even New Zealand!.
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STAFF
REPORTS
Sherrie Beaver, Project Coordinator
It has been an interesting year at Deaf Victoria, which was

In March, Deaf Victoria faced a challenge we never imagined

full of lessons and challenges. In July 2019, I took four weeks

with the COVID-19 pandemic and the first Melbourne

annual leave to attend World Association of Sign Language

lockdown. This meant we had to move out of the office and

Interpreters (WASLI) Conference and the XVIII World

start working from home. It also meant that all projects had to

Congress for the World Federation of the Deaf, both held in

be pivoted, which was rather challenging. All meetings had to

Paris, France. Both conferences were instrumental for my

be moved to Zoom. It took some time getting used to, being

personal and professional development, especially with

on Zoom every day and like everyone else, I experienced

bringing my learnings to my role(s) at Deaf Victoria.

Zoom fatigue.

During August – November 2019, I continued in my

Project management brings many challenges, especially in a

previous role of Policy and Community Engagement Officer.

small not for profit organisation. However, I am grateful to

I attended numerous workshops, professional development

have received mentoring from Expression Australia with

sessions, and represented Deaf Victoria at several meetings.

project management which has allowed me to learn from
them and what a project management framework looks like

With thanks to the Board, Deaf Victoria was successful in

in a NFP organisation.

obtaining the following grants: - NDIA Information,
Linkages and Capacity Building (ILC) Grant; - City of

In my role as Project Coordinator, I have learnt and grown a

Melbourne’s Social Innovation Partnership Program Grant; -

lot more than I envisioned. It is a role where a lot of resilience

Victorian Advocacy Futures Grant under the Department of

is required, and it has certainly tested my reserves at times. It

Health and Human Services (DHHS).

also has taught me about the importance of maintaining
relationships with stakeholders, especially for Deaf Victoria

Deaf Victoria also received extra funding from the DHHS to

moving forward as an organisation.

provide information to the deaf and hard of hearing
community about the Disability Royal Commission into

I am so grateful for the support of Cathy Clark and the Board,

Violence, Abuse, Neglect and Exploitation of People with

our General Manager Maxine Buxton (who joined the team

Disability (otherwise known as Disability Royal

in May 2020), our previous Advocacy Officer Simon

Commission). As a result of those grants, I moved into my

Andersson, and our Individual Advocacy Officer Catherine

current role of Project Coordinator at the end of November

Dunn.

2019.
In early December 2019, Catherine and I were invited to
Alfred Health’s launch of their new Access & Inclusion Plan
where I presented on the issues of deaf and hard of hearing
accessing hospital systems and why it is important for
hospitals to ensure they are accessible for those who are deaf
or hard of hearing.
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ADVOCACY IN ACTION
Deaf Victoria is committed to working with a diverse range of people regardless of age, gender,
sexual orientation, location, language preference or cultural and linguistically diverse
background. Although we are no longer funded by DHHS to provide information services, we
note that this is still a large part of what we do.
Our Individual Advocacy service not only works with people who are deaf, hard of hearing or
deafblind but also those who may have other disabilities, mental health conditions or additional
barriers to participation. We also work with family members and other support people to
provide the most effective service.
Our Individual Advocacy service is crucial in assisting us to identify trends in terms of barriers
or discrimination experienced by deaf and hard of hearing people. By identifying these areas of
concern, we are better able to advocate to government and service providers and seek funding
for specific projects to address these gaps.
Number of general inquiries per quarter

Percentage of metro vs. rural clients

July 2019- Oct 2021

Dotted line represents
End of FY 2019- 20

Above: Deaf Victoria saw a large increase in the number of enquiries in
the 2019 -2020 financial year. Spikes in inquiries can be seen during
quarters when COVID-19 restrictions were at their peak.

Individual Advocacy case types

Above: Sherrie presenting at Alfred Health’s
launch of Access & Inclusion Plan
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OUR STRATEGIC
GOALS

[DRC Launch Forum]

Individual advocacy support with 16 clients
Successful grant application and commencement of project with
the NDIA - Org and community capacity building
Successful grant application and commencement of Disability

Deaf and hard of hearing

Royal Commission project (DHHS)
Participated in focus groups related to DeafNav - a website with
centralised and neutral information about the Deaf Community.

them, and a network of peer

The broader
community responds
to the needs and
aspirations of deaf and
hard of hearing
people through the
provision of equitable
opportunities for
[Auslan class at Australia Day Festival]

engagement.

Successful grant application and commencement of Health
Advocacy Futures (DHHS) project focusing on hospitals.
Ongoing collaboration with Department of Education, VDEI and
deafConnectEd to ensure deaf education needs are on the agenda.
Advocating with DHHS to continue provision of interpreters at
government briefings and production of information in Auslan

people have the knowledge
and skills to advocate for the
things that are important to
advocates to support selfdetermination.

Presented at Alfred Health’s launch of Access & Inclusion Plan.
Submission to the Royal Commission into Victorian Mental
Health System.
Successful grant application and commencement of City of
Melbourne - more Auslan in public places including class at
Australia Day Festival
Partook in consultation with the Law Institute in regards to Deaf
people on juries.
Media interviews on TV, in print and on radio to further
educate the mainstream community on deaf and access issues.

Work in partnership to
identify and address
systemic barriers in the
areas of health and
wellbeing, access to
interpreting and access
to education.
[COVID-19 Advocacy Graphics]
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TREASURER'S
REPORT
Ryan Malonda, Treasurer
On behalf of the Board, I present to Deaf Victoria members

Overall, our net earnings are reflective of our income and

the Treasurer’s Report for 2020. This outlines Deaf Victoria’s

expenditure. In the financial year ending 30 June 2019, Deaf

finances as of 30 June 2020.

Victoria was able to spend most of its income to move
forward with its work. This resulted in a net earnings of just

I am pleased to report that the organisation’s finances remain

$1,872. In contrast, financial year ending 30 June 2020 Deaf

in a healthy state, despite the events of COVID-19 that have

Victoria was unable to work as much on its projects and as a

impacted us and the Deaf community this year. What a year!

result was not able to spend much of its income, resulting in a
net earning of $258,626.

In the financial year ending 30 June 2020, our income was
$452,106 which represented a 266% increase in our income

While not reflected in this financial report, I am pleased to

from the preceding financial year. The vast proportion of this

say Deaf Victoria has been able to make much progress on the

income was from the Grant and Program Funding - as our

projects between July 2020 and October 2020 and this will be

members may be aware we have been working across many

reflected in next year’s financial report for us to present to

avenues and projects alongside our Advocacy Services and

members.

Information Services. We received funding for, and worked
on the:

Looking into next year, we hope to reevaluate our finances

• Auslan in the City Project (City of Melbourne Social and

and determine how we can continue to remain healthy so that

Partnerships Grant)

we can continue working with the Victorian deaf and hard of

• Health Advocacy Project (Victorian Futures Advocacy

hearing community for the long term. We are fortunate to

Grant from DHHS)

have the support of the finance team at Expression Australia as

• Deaf Victoria Capacity Building Project (NDIA

part of a Service Level Agreement, who now support us with

Information, Linkages and Capacity Building Readiness

our finances at an operational level. This has enabled us to

Grant).

have greater abilities to communicate about our finances in
our preferred language, Auslan, and enabled closer

We were fortunate that this funding enabled us to hire our

collaboration to ensure our finances are on track.

General Manager, who supported our staff to pave the way in
bringing these projects to fruition.

In preparation for this report, we sought to have a formal
review of our finances. This was completed by Ryk Eksteen

In terms of our expenditure, in the financial year ending 30

from Collins & Co Audit Pty Ltd. As a result of this review,

June 2020 our expenditure was $193,480 which represented a

we are satisfied that our financial accounts are being managed

minimal 15% increase compared to the preceding financial

appropriately with greater oversight to ensure we are

year. While this may seem an unusually small increase at first

sustainable as an organisation.

given the larger funding we had access to, it is important to
highlight that in the context of COVID-19 many of our

The graph is an indication only, please refer to our Statement

projects were modified to extend milestones so work

of Financial Position as well as our Statement of Profit and

commences later than expected.

Loss on p.g. 12 - p.g. 13 for greater detail.
Auslan version of Treasurer's Report available HERE.
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REVIEW OF DEAF
VICTORIA FINANCES
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REVIEW OF DEAF
VICTORIA FINANCES
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THANK YOU TO OUR
FUNDERS & PARTNERS
We would like to acknowledge the generosity of our funders and partners
without whom, our work would not be possible.

FUNDERS
With thanks to our major funder the Victorian Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS) who provide recurrent funding for our Individual Advocacy Service and timelimited project funding.
This financial year we have also received funding from the National Disability Insurance
Agency and the City of Melbourne for capacity building and social inclusion projects.

KEY PARTNER
Deaf Victoria enjoys an ongoing partnership with Expression Australia
who provide low cost office space and corporate services. In addition,
we work collaboratively with staff at all levels on projects, key
advocacy issues and other matters which impact our Deaf Community.

PROJECT PARTNERS
We acknowledge the following organisations who have provided opportunities for
collaboration through projects and steering committees.
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DEAF SECTOR
COLLABORATORS
Deaf Victoria would also like to acknowledge the following sector
collaborators whose valuable work contributes to ensuring a strong
Victorian Deaf Community.
Auslan Connections

Echo Interpreting

Auslan Services

John Pierce Centre

Able Australia

NABS

Deafblind Victorians

Soundfair

Deaf Children Australia

Victorian Deaf Education

Deafness Foundation

Institute (VDEI)

Thanks also to partners outside the Deaf sector who have provided
opportunities for Deaf Victoria to engage on deaf and hard of hearing
issues.
Alfred Health
Victorian Council of
Social Service (VCOSS)
Royal Commission into
Violence, Abuse, Neglect
and Exploitation of

Victorian Equal Opportunity
and Human Rights
Commission (VEOHRC)
Law Institute of Victoria
National Mental Health
Commission

People with Disability
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